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eternal conflict between the soul and the spirit.
Then the pass, which I shall always think of as the
carrefour of meaningless butcheries. Here the most
frightful, vengeful massacres must have been perpetrated
again and again throughout the endless bloody past of
man. It is a trap devised by Nature herself for man's un-
doing. Greece is full of such death-traps. It is like a strong
cosmic note which gives the diapason to the intoxicating
light world wherein the heroic and mythological figures
of the resplendent past threaten continually to dominate
the consciousness. The andent Greek was a murderer: he
lived amidst brutal clarities which tormented and mad-
dened the spirit He was at war with every one, including
himself. Out of this fiery anarchy caipe the ludd, healing
metaphysical speculations which even to-day enthrall the
world Going through the pass, which demands a sort of
swastika manoeuvering in order to debouch free and clear
on the high plateau, I had the impression of wading
through phantom seas of blood; the earth was not parched
and convulsed in the usual Greek way but bleached and
twisted as must have been the mangled, death-stilled
limbs of the slain who were left to rot and give their
blood here in the merciless sun to the roots of the wild
olives which cling to the steep mountain slope with vul-
turous claws. In this mountain pass there must also have
been moments of dear'vision when men of distant races
stood holding hands and looking into one another's eyes,
wi A sympathy and understanding. Here too men of the
Pythagorean stripe must have stopped to meditate in
silence and solitude, gaining fresh darity, fresh vision,
from the dust-strewn place of carnage. All Greece is dia-
demed with such antinomian spots j it is perhaps the ex-
planation for the fact that Greece has emancipated itself

